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ABSTRACT
The extent of myocardial abnormalities is related to cardiac disease.

The

assessment of myocardial function of the left ventricular (LV) described by the LV
myocardial deformation plays an important role to understand the effects of
cardiovascular disease and therapeutic interventions on LV motion.

Cardiac

magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) is widely agreed as the most accurate
noninvasive imaging modality for the assessment of left ventricular (LV) function. In
addition, myocardial-tagging technique can track the myocardial deformation by
labeling specific regions.
Although the grid tagging is popular in cardiac research use, it has not been
adopted into routine clinical examination with unreliable data between frames. We
hypothesized that a radial-tagging methods has geometric advantages over grid
tagging method and it is the most direct way for the circumferential strains.
In this study, a semi-automatic radial tagging analysis tool was developed using
MATLAB to measure the circumferential strain and rotation angle. The LV MRI
short-axis image series (from end of diastole to end of systole) was used to develop
and validate the analysis tool from 9 volunteers. The radial tagging analysis tool
computes the strain and rotation angle by automatic calculating the mid-wall
myocardium and the LV centroid.

The results of radial tagging analysis were
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evaluated the accuracy by manual mathematical calculating of 2 volunteers and
repeating tool operations 3 times to all volunteers. Also the results were compared
with the grid tagging analysis and the manual radial tagging analysis tool.

To

visualize the differences among tools, the RMS (root-mean-square) value of the
strains and rotation angle of all volunteers by the time (% of systole) was used.
The results show that the strains and rotation angles of radial tagging analysis
have no significant difference with P>0.05 compared to grid tagging analysis, which
is conventional use, and the measured values are closer than manual radial tagging
analysis. Also the tool is easy to use. We assume that the radial tagging method is
the most direct way to measure circumferential strain, however it is need to more
study to validate the accuracy between the radial and the grid tagging.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND SPECIFIC AIMS

1.1 Introduction
Worldwide, heart disease is at the top of the most serious health problems and
is the leading cause of death for both men and women. According to World Health
Organization, cardiovascular diseases account for nearly one-third of the deaths in the
world, almost 32% of all deaths in women and 27% in men in 2004. Ischemic heart
disease is the most frequent cause of death among the rest of cardiovascular diseases;
7.2 million people died in the world in 2004 [1].
In 2009, the American Heart Association reported that almost one out of every
2.8 deaths resulted from cardiovascular disease in the United States. Also, 1 in 3
American adults suffer from 1 or more types of cardiovascular diseases, such as high
blood pressure, coronary heart disease, stroke, congenital cardiovascular defects, and
congestive heart failure. The estimated cost of heart disease for the United States in
2009 was $475.3 billion, which included health care services, medications and lost
productivity [2]. Therefore, it is a significant issue to determine reliable diagnosis
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methods and therapies for heart disease.
Any organ’s structure and function are inextricably linked to body condition
like health and disease. The structure and function of myocardial fibers plays a
significant role to determine both the normal and pathological properties of the
cardiac muscle cells. During cardiac contraction, left ventricular (LV) torsion can
depict subclinical myocardial dysfunction as it is directly linked with the myofibers’
orientation [3]. Therefore a study on the assessment of the biomechanical properties
of normal and abnormal myocardium is important to understand the effects of
cardiovascular disease and therapeutic interventions on ventricular performance. For
instance, the extent of anatomic and physiologic abnormalities of the myocardium is
related to coronary artery disease (CAD). The myocardium abnormalities can be
detected by non-invasive imaging modalities such as echocardiography, single photon
emission computed tomography, positron emission tomography (PET), contrast
material enhanced multi-detector row computed tomography (CT), or magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). The valuation of global and regional left ventricular (LV)
function by estimating the volumetric shape, motion and deformations of the left
ventricle (LV) from imaging can depict the coronary artery system [4]. Strain and
rotation of the LV are two of the most important determinants of LV function.
Echocardiography is the most popular noninvasive modality for imaging LV
function due to the fact that it is a relatively simple procedure with low cost,
portability, and widespread availability. However, echocardiography is not the most
accurate evaluation method of LV myocardial function with major limitations such as
poor images and insufficiency of circumferential motion data in myocardial
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contraction. Also, gated single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is
widely used for the evaluation of LV function in the detection of significant coronary
artery disease (CAD), although it has relatively low spatial and temporal resolution
[5].
While the echocardiography and the SPECT are popular in cardiac clinical
use, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) is widely agreed to as the most
accurate modality for the LV function. The CMR has the obvious advantages of high
spatial and temporal resolution tomographic images of the human body in any
arbitrary orientation, and excellent soft tissue contrast. Moreover, CMR imaging has
been acquired without using ionizing radiation therefore there is almost no risk to the
average patients. The CMR allows explaining the LV motion by labeling specific
myocardial regions (tagging) with a rectangular or radial grid.

The labeling is

superimposed on the heart muscle at end-diastole and it becomes tissue property. The
tagging deforms with tissue as the heart contracts and fades with time. Strain and
rotation can be measured by tracking these tags manually or semi-automatically [6].
Previous studies based on magnetic tagging using spatial modulation of
magnetization (SPAMM) for line and grid tagging have been used in many clinical
and translational research studies. Although it is known as a very useful technique in
the analysis of heart-wall motion, by providing temporal correspondence of material
points within the heart wall, it has not been adopted into routine clinical examination.
The SPAMM method uses the parameters for analysis LV motion that are too
complex and often produce unreliable data correspondence between frames.
Recently, a new myocardial tags method applied in radial orientation using selective
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saturation bands has been developed and has clinical advantages over SPAMM
methods. This study shows that radial tagging is a more direct way for measuring LV
circumferential strain and rotation comparing with grid tagging.

1.2 Aim A To develop and evaluate computer software for measuring myocardial
strain and rotation in magnetic resonance (MR) radial tagging imaging.

We hypothesized that computer software that incorporate geometric
calculation knowledge in the Cartesian coordinate system could objectively analyze
the myocardium circumferential strain and rotation angle with signal intensity
characteristics in radial tagging MRI images. Previously, manual computer software
was developed for assessment of myocardium strain and rotation of LV with the MRI
radial tagging images. Using this software, the myocardial strain and rotation angle
were calculated assuming the structure of the LV myocardium is like a circle, and
rotates in a steady axis.
The purpose of this current study was to develop an advanced automatic
computer tool using parameters, which are adjacent to the morphology of the LV for
assessing myocardial strain and rotation angle. The computing circumferential strain
and rotation with this tool agreed most closely with manually calculated strain and
rotation.

The accuracy of these strain and rotation measurement tools will be

assessed by comparison with manual measurement of the MRI radial tagging images
from two volunteers.
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1.3 Aim B To validate the operating radial tagging analysis is a straightforward
alternative to grid tagging for measuring strain and rotation of the LV.
Also, compared to manual radial tagging analysis, previous radial tagging
software, this study may be able to reduce analysis time and result more
precisely due to the algorithm is more direct and sensitive with the
structure of the LV myocardium.

We hypothesized that the coordinate system of radial tags is well suited to the
morphology of the LV and may be preferred for circumferential measurement of
myocardial strain and rotation angle. Because the radial tagging analysis calculates
the changes of myocardium length and rotation along the LV myocardium in
circumferential direction, it is the most direct way to achieve the circumferential
strain and rotation of LV myocardium. To validate the radial tagging method, the
radial tags analysis is compared with the grid tags analysis (SPAMM), which has
been used in many clinical and translational research studies.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The heart muscle fibers shorten while they contract.

Therefore, muscle

contraction generates strain in myocardial tissue. An assessment of myocardial strain
describes how the heart works.

2.1 The General Heart Overview
2.1.1 Cardiac Anatomy and Function
The heart is a specialized pump that passes blood to the body. It is located
between the lungs in the mediastinum and is surrounded by the cavity of pericardium.
The pericardium is a strong, double-layered sac around the heart and roots of the
great vessels.

The heart structure develops along the midline of the thoracic

embryologically; however, in adults it is lying obliquely and is angled to the left side
of the chest. There are four chambers in the heart - the right atrium, right ventricle,
left atrium, and left ventricle. These four chambers consist of a multilayered lining the endocardium, the myocardium, and the epicardium, as showed in Fig.1.
6

Fig.1 The Heart and Great Vessels (left) and the Layers of the Cardiac Wall (right)

2.1.2 The Cardiovascular System
The heart, the veins, and the blood vessels are the main components of the
cardiovascular system. The right atrium receives deoxygenated blood from the body
through the superior vena cava and pumps it to the right ventricle. Then the blood
passes the lungs via the pulmonary artery to oxygenate the blood. The oxygenated
blood from the lungs flows into the left atrium and left ventricle, this cardiac status is
called as diastole. Then it pumps out through the aorta to the rest of body cells to
provide oxygenated blood, this status called as the systole (Fig. 2). The ventricles
work at a relatively high pressure and have thicker walls than the atria that work at
much lower pressures [7].
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Cardiac ischemia is one of the frequent types of heart disease and may be
asymptomatic or may cause chest pain. It is caused when there is insufficient blood
flow into the myocardium, or a mismatch of oxygen supply and demand as from an
occlusion of a blood vessel. The sign of blood flow deficiency begins from the
subendocardium and extends to involve the rest of the myocardial wall. This is
followed by diastolic and then systolic dysfunction. These initial events are apparent
only when followed by angina. If the process is severe enough, necrosis results.

Fig.2 Diagram of the cardiovascular system.
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2.2 Strain and Rotation Measurements in the Heart
2.2.1 LV structure and motion
The oblique orientation of the myofiber sheets determines the LV contraction.
The myofibers of the endocardial region are right-hand-oblique oriented; the
myofibers of the epicardial region are left-handed Fig. 3 [3]. During systole, a
wringing motion, which is the isovolumetric contraction of the LV, has been
described as a clockwise rotation at the base, and a counterclockwise rotation at the
apex. An untwisting motion occurs during isovolumetric relaxation and is directed
opposite to the wringing motion, with a counterclockwise rotation at the base, and a
clockwise rotation at the apex [6].

Fig. 3 Schematic Drawing of LV structure and motion. Myofiber directions: solid
lines = epicardial region; dashed lines = endocardial region. Untwisting motion: ED =
end-diastole; ES = end-systole. Figure used with permission [3]
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Fig. 4 LV rotational motion during systole (left) and early diastole (right). Figure
used with permission [6]

2.2.2 LV structure and function relationship
The mechanical displacement of the myocardium can be detected by the
measurement of wall thickening. Myocardial strain relates the assessment of local
tissue deformation as an indicator of myocardial contractile function. Usually the
deformation of the myocardium is expressed in the radial-circumferential-longitudinal
coordinate system, because it is well suited to the cardiac geometry [8]. When the
heart contracts, in general, the ventricles become thicker in radial direction, and
shorter circumferentially and longitudinally. The radial direction is perpendicular to
the epicardial surface, toward the center of the ventricle. Radial strain reflects the
local contribution of the myocardium to wall thickening. Circumferential lies in the
short-axis plane and is tangent to the heart surface, directed counterclockwise as
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viewed from the base.
shortening.

Circumferential strain implies intramural circumferential

The longitudinal is perpendicular to the other two components and

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the left ventricle. Longitudinal strain reflects the
regional longitudinal shortening from the base to the apex (Fig. 5) [5]. Rotation is a
description of the relative angle changes of an object that spins around three
coordinate axes. Strain describes fractional element changes in length (in percent)
from the resting state (end-diastole) to the state following myocardial contraction
(Fig. 6). Strain is characterized not only by the magnitude of the length change, but
also by the direction of the change. Negative strain values imply the contraction of
the myocardial fibers, and positive values result from the lengthening of the
myocardial fibers [9]. Quantitatively, a normal heart has a smoother distribution of
strain and stress, than an abnormal heart in the-free wall [10].

Fig. 5 Three - dimensional coordinate system of myocardial strain. [8]
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Fig. 6 The myocardial strain.

2.2.3 Strain Measurement Techniques
The heart motion during systole and diastole may be explained by the
assessment of LV function like ejection fraction or shortening parameters. Different
diagnostic techniques can be used to assess LV function, such as echocardiography,
radionuclide angiography, and magnetic resonance imaging or computed tomography.
However, a major limitation of these technologies for assessing cardiac function is
the uncertainty in the rotational and translational motion measurements of the left
ventricle. Recent diagnostic techniques account for cardiac motion only in the radial
displacement, but not in the circumferential and longitudinal displacement.
Implantation of radiopaque or ultrasound markers has been used in the past for
determination of the cardiac motion with three directions. However, these techniques
are extremely invasive and cannot be used on a broader range in clinical purposes [6].
The development of myocardial tagging by magnetic resonance (MR) allows
determining, noninvasively, all the components of myocardial contraction at once.
This MR tagging method can provide a more accurate measurement than assessment
of wall thickening (radial displacement) alone [8].
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2.3 MRI Image
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a nonionizing technique with highresolution tomographic images of the human body in full three-dimensional
capabilities and excellent soft-tissue contrast (Fig.7) [19]. MR imaging is based on
the absorption and emission of energy in the radiofrequency range of the
electromagnetic spectrum. To create images, the MRI utilizes a large magnetic field
and radio waves. Any element has an odd number of protons able to be imaged using
the magnetic resonance. The human body is primarily composed of water more than
70%, thus, hydrogen is the most abundant element in the body. A hydrogen atom has
a single electron spinning about its nucleus, and a charged particle moving in a
circular orbit, called spin, possesses a magnetic moment (µ). Each proton produces a
small magnetic field, and these small magnetic fields are randomly oriented, in
general.

Fig.7 MRI instruments. Left: An open “C-arm” permanent magnet. The magnet has
two pole pieces, one above and one below the patient bed, easy access to the patient.
Right: A clinical superconducting MRI magnet. Figure used with permission [19]
13

In the presence of a large magnetic field (B0), such as a MRI scanner,
hydrogen protons will align either parallel or anti-parallel with the direction of the
large magnetic field (B0). All the small proton magnets add up to the equilibrium
magnetization (M) and it is much smaller than B0. The combination of B0 and the
magnetic moment (µ) of the proton result in the wobbling motion, called precession.
This precession takes place at a specific frequency according to the Larmor equation:

w = gB0
The Larmor frequency of precession (w) depends on the element and the magnetic
field strength (B0). g is a constant called the gyromagnetic ratio, for hydrogen, g is
42.58 MHz/Tesla.

Higher precession frequency results from higher magnetic field strength. The
magnetic moment (µ) of each proton can be presented to two orthogonal components,
which are longitudinal magnetization (Mz) and transverse magnetization (Mxy). The
net magnetization (M) results from the summation of the longitudinal components
from the parallel and anti-parallel oriented protons. When a mass of protons comes
together, the transverse component (randomly oriented) cancels out, and only the
longitudinal component leaves (Fig.8) [15].
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Fig.8 Schematic diagrams of precession of the proton and net magnetization, M

The MRI signal occurs from the interaction between the magnetic field of
MRI instrument and hydrogen protons. The signal from the specific tissues and
organs has to be acquired for an image construction. To excite the tissues and make
them emit a signal, the excitation signal is provided by applying a second external
magnetic field (B1). By applying a radiofrequency (RF) pulse through a second
magnetic field (B1), combined with B0, flips the net magnetization from the
longitudinal direction Z toward the transverse plane XY. The degree of the flip of Mz
into the XY plane is determined by the strength of B1 and the duration of its
application (Fig.9).

Fig.9 The application of an RF pulse through a second magnetic field B1
15

When after the excitation of the protons, the protons would emit the excessive
excitation energy to the surroundings. This relaxation of the protons (return of the
protons from the excited state to the equilibrium state) result in decay of transverse
magnetization (Mxy) and a recovery of longitudinal magnetization (Mz). There are
two types of relaxation called T1 and T2. Both of them are distinct property of
different tissues and provide contrast in magnetic resonance images Table I. T1 is the
time for longitudinal magnetization (Mz) and takes 63.2% of the original Mz to
recover. T2 is the time for transverse magnetization (Mxy) and takes 63.2% of the
initial Mxy to disappear Fig. 10.

Table I Tissue Relaxation Times at 1.5 T

Fig. 10 A: T1 relaxation: Recovery of signal in the Mz direction.
B: T2 relaxation: Decrease in signal in the xy plane.
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The sum of the NMR individual signals from protons enables the
distinguishing of different tissues, but not spatial locations. A spatial variation on the
main static field can be achieved by applying magnetic field gradients during the
image procedure. A magnetic field gradient superimposes a weak magnetic field that
changes linearly with position on the main static field. The symbols for a magnetic
field gradient in the x, y, and z directions are Gx, Gy, and Gz. For spatial localization,
the image processing can be divided into three sequences: slice selection, frequency
encoding, and phase encoding.
Slice selection is performed using a magnetic field gradient simultaneously
with the application of the excitation RF pulse. The region of interest in the image
can be localized by using a frequency-selective pulse in the y, the z, or the x
directions corresponding to the coronal, axial, or sagittal slice of the image. An
oblique slice angle can be accomplished using two of the gradients applied Fig. 11.

Fig.11 A schematic of slice selection in MRI. Figure used with permission [19]
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Frequency encoding gradient is applied with data acquisition in the orthogonal
direction of the slice selection gradient.

With frequency encoding gradient, the

variation in the precessional frequencies across the slice leads to localize image in
orthogonal direction with slice selection. For instance, the right arms from the left, in
the case of an axial slice Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Slice selection. Figure used with permission [15]

The slice selection and frequency encoding are possible to create a 2D image
using frequency differences.

To encode proton locations in three orthogonal

directions, phase encoding creates phase differences between protons in the third
spatial direction. Phase encoding is performed by turning on and off a magnetic field
gradient in a specified time interval. The strength and duration of the magnetic field
gradient affects the magnitude of the phase difference between the protons.
An MR image is created by repetitive application of the various pulse
sequence components such as gradient echo and spin echo. By convention, RF pulse
applied first, followed by magnetic field gradients in three orthogonal directions.
Lastly, the timing of the resultant MR signal (echo) at the time of data acquisition is
shown Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13 The various pulse sequence components:
gradient echo (top) and spin echo (bottom).

2.4 Cardiac MRI Image with Tagging Methods (Radial vs. Grid)
Myocardial tagging was first described in 1988 by Zerhouni et al. [11]. Tags
are marks of myocardial tissue with radio-frequency (RF) saturation before acquiring
images, so that tags appear dark in subsequent magnetic resonance images and
differentiate from the rest of the regions (Fig. 14) [9]. The actual protons of tissue in
the tagging region have been magnetically altered.

These tags move with the

underlying tissue. Because tags are perturbations in longitudinal magnetization, tags
are transient and are fading exponentially with longitudinal relaxation with constant
T1 [9]. This tagging method is used to label and track specific regions of the
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myocardium during contraction.

During cardiac motion, tags can be monitored

depending on the signal difference (SD) generated between tagged and non-tagged
regions [11].

Fig. 14 Tag plane generation. Magnetic field gradient and radiofrequency energy are
used to select and invert the magnetization only on the resonant tag plane, where the
local field strength causes proton precession to occur at the same frequency as the
applied radiofrequency pulse. Figure used with permission [9]

Two myocardial tagging methods of MRI were introduced concurrently.
Zerhouni et al. used tags in a radial pattern to track the deformation of the LV
myocardium by the tags’ intersection with the endocardial and epicardial contours
(Fig. 15) [17]. Axel and Dougherty used grid tag planes and their intersection with
the lines of the grid to track LV myocardial wall motion (Fig. 16).
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Fig. 15 Radial tagging sketch (left) and imaging plane showed in MRI image (right).
Figure used with permission [17]

Fig. 16 Grid tagging sketch (left) and showed in imaging plane (right). Figure used
with permission [5]

The analysis method used to extract information on myocardial function from
the tagged images depends on the clinical purpose for which it is applied. For the
visual assessment, tags can be easily observed by the eye. Thus, the tag lines should
be as sharp as possible and image quality is significant, whereas temporal resolution
and the applicability of semiautomatic postprocessing are less significant. Spatial
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modulation of magnetization (SPAMM), a way to generate a tagging pattern, was
introduced in 1989 by Axel et al. [13]. A tag is applied twice in 2 orthogonal
directions providing a grid pattern. For the image acquisition, a rectangular intensity
profile of the tag lines is chosen and presents grid-tagged images. A SPAMM is
known as one of the most widely used techniques for visual assessment [5].
However, for quantitative assessment of myocardial deformation, the Harmonic phase
(HARP) analysis is currently the most widely used. HARP method provides less user
intervention and relatively faster processing time. HARP is used to measure motion
directly in the periodic tagging pattern. This traces the spatial phase changes by
filtering selected peaks in the k-space frequency of the image [8].

2.4.1 Grid tagging
Before the image acquisition, grid patterns are represented by applying a tag
twice in 2 orthogonal plane directions. Then SPAMM grid tagging image data was
processed using the HARP software. Therefore, a rectangular intensity profile of the
tag lines shows grid-tags on the short-axis plane of the MRI images. With this
software, the tagging grid points were tracked from the end diastole to the end
systole. A mesh of small triangular elements is connected with a set of tracked tag
points (Fig. 17) [18].
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Fig. 17 MR grid tagged images. Measuring the myocardium deformation by tracking
triangular elements. Figure used with permission [18]

The enlarged triangle along the myocardial contour presents strains and
rotation angles.

A single triangle has three parameters: the radial strain εr (a),

circumferential strain εc (b), and rotation angle αrc (see Figure).

The strains

correspond to the LV wall thickening or shortening. The rotation angle represents the
change in angle between the initially orthogonal line segments a and b.

The

parameters are used for calculating the strain tensor E is needed to calculate the
strains (1) [14].
23

(1)

Green’s strain tensor E. Err and Ecc are the diagonal elements of E, and Erc is the offdiagonal element.
In this study, we used the grid tagging analysis data processed using the
HARP software by an experienced observer.

2.4.2 Manual radial tagging
The different states of magnetization between the tagged regions and nontagged regions persist for a time, and are mainly dependent on longitudinal relaxation
time (T1). During that time, a magnetic resonance image acquired orthogonally to
the tagging plane will demonstrate the signal intensity difference between the tagged
and nontagged region. In radial tagging images, the six tag planes intersected the
myocardium and it segments the myocardium in 12 regions (Fig. 18). These 12
segments on the myocardium of each short-axis image are imaged from the end
diastole to the end systole. A tag point is defined as the point where a tag crosses the
epicardium or endocardium. The centroid is calculated by the selected epicardial and
endocardial points. The lengths of the lines connecting each adjacent tag points are
used to calculate the strain; the angles are defined as the slopes of the lines connected
between each tag point and the centroid. To present and compare the value of strain
and angle with different measurement methods, the value are calculated at the midwall (red dashed line in Fig.18) between the epicardium and the endocardium from
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the tag points.

Fig. 18 LV Myocardium segmented 12 regions by radial tagged plane. Green line
presents epicardium; blue line is endocardium and red-dashed line is mid-wall.

Previously, a manual radial tagging analysis software was developed to
measure the circumferential strain and rotation angle of the LV myocardium. In this
tool, loading a series of MRI dicom images and designating the number of radial tag
lines to generate points that can be modified along the endo- and epi myocardium.
After user selects the centroid, the endocardium points, and the epicardium points
manually, the contour of endocardium and epicardium are showing based on circle
from the centroid. The centers of these endocardial and epicardial tag points are
visually estimated.

At the each image frame, user adjusts the every displaced

endocardial and epicardial tag points. This tool returns the value of length and angle
of 12 segments at each image frame as the result. With this results, the strain is
calculated mathematically using the Microsoft excel. The manual radial tagging
analysis software has shown in Fig. 19. This software developed from previous study
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called the manual radial analysis in this paper. Advanced software for the radial
tagging MRI images analysis has been developed and this would be mentioned as the
semi-automatic radial tagging analysis tool in this paper.

Fig. 19 A radial tagging analysis tool implemented manually.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS

3.1 Study protocol
The LV motion can be estimated tag using segmentation methods. The radial
and grid tagging analysis software in this study rely on segmentation-based methods.
MRI radial tagging image series from 9 volunteers were used to develop computer
analysis software and validate this system. One image series of the volunteers was
used to develop a semi-automatic analysis system to measure the strain and rotation
angle of the myocardium in the left ventricle.

To verify the accuracy of the

developed computer system, two volunteers’ result data from the developed analysis
program were compared with the mathematically calculated data performed
manually.

Ultimately, for the validation of the radial tagging analysis, the

measurement of strain and rotation angle from 7 volunteers, was compared with the
grid tagging analysis and previous radial tagging study. Images were acquired using
a Philips 1.5T MRI scanner at the Cleveland Clinic Main campus in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Radial and grid tagging were performed using a cardiac triggered TFE sequence with
FOV 320-304 mm , TE 1.8ms, TR 4ms, breath hold 15 sec. Grid tags were applied
2

with 7 mm spacing thickness. Radial tags were spaced by 30 degrees.
Each volunteer has two MRI image series in the different level planes of the
LV (apex and mid-wall) and each image series (apex and mid-wall) has 14-20 image
frames. Therefore, we have 14 subjects to compare the results among different tools.
Images were acquired from the end diastole to the end systole. The number of image
frames on each volunteer is different because everyone has different cardiac cycles.
To compare the semi-automatic radial tagging analysis to the grid tagging
analysis and the previous manual radial tagging analysis study, the same MRI original
Images from all volunteers were analyzed by their own software and the results data
used in this study.

3.2 Deformation measurement
The LV myocardium fibers are arranged in a complex architecture: in the midwall, the fibers are circumferential; however, subepicardial and subendocardial fibers
are almost longitudinally directed. This fiber structure correlates to complex cardiac
contraction patterns.

Myocardial deformations comprise radial thickening,

circumferential shortening, torsion, and longitudinal shortening. In this study, we
measured the circumferential strain and rotation angle in short-axis MR images. To
measure myocardial deformations, the Radial-Circumferential-Longitudinal (RCL)
coordinate system was used as a reference coordinate system.

The coordinate data

of a myocardial point during the cardiac cycle were used to measure tag
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displacement. Specifically, the deformation can be defined from the initial position to
the displacement.
x′ = x + u(x) := f(x)
Denoting by x and x′ its position at times t and t′ (t′ > t) respectively, and u is the
displacement and f is referred to as the deformation.
Time t

Time t′

Fig. 20 The LV deformation parameters, strains and rotation angle, are calculated
with coordinate values at time t and t′.
To demonstrate the measurement, accuracy of the semi-automated radial
tagging method, we compared the data value of developed program with geometric
calculation in manual. To confirm the correctness of the developed Matlab program,
we show the difference between the results data of Matlab program and mathematical
calculation data performed by Excel (Microsoft office). To simplify the process, we
used 6 images in one image series instead of 15-20 images.
We plotted the same MRI image series used for semi-automated radial
analysis software on the MATLAB figure. Then segments were drawn between the
12 tags and labeled across with the mid-myocardium (between endo- and epicardium).

Fig. 21 indicates the required points for measuring myocardium
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deformation. The blue line defines the myocardium location, which is the center
between the epicardium and endocardium. The points of contact of the blue line with
the tagging were traced in each image in the series. In this study, myocardium
deformation is explained by myocardium strain (length changes) and rotations. First,
the semi-automated radial tagging software divided the myocardium contour (blue
line) into 12 segments according to red marked numbers on Fig. 21. The length of
myocardium contour (blue line) was calculated and the length of each of the partial
12 segments of the first image can be used as a reference value.

Fig. 21 Labeling the segments along the mid-myocardium (blue line) and extracting
x-y coordinates subjects connecting points mid-myocardium and tags.

One image series has 15 - 20 images: the length of all 12 segments location in
each image had been compared with the reference value of the first image. This
describes how the myocardium had been deformed by time locally and we acquired
the specific values (range and rotation rate) as a result (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22 Captured image of myocardium deformation results from MATLAB.
Column is each image number 1-6, row is partial tag segment divided by 12.

To calculate strain and angle rate manually, we simply extracted 12 location
data points between mid-myocardium and tags from image (Fig. 21 right). Table I
shows determined data from each image. L values of Table I are the distance in
pixels between adjacent subjects. Given the two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), the
distance between these points is given by the formula:
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Once analyzing the all images showed in Table II, the angles of the region
between tags (segments) were calculated. Fig. 23 on right shows the equation to find
the angle.

The arctangent function command is ‘atan2 (x, y)’ in Excel.

The

segmentation angles (radians) are derived by abstracting the coordinates from tags to
the center of LV: the resulting angle is in radian from the center of LV. The values in
Table II indicate the location data of each of the 12 points and the length between
points. Table III indicates the region information, pie-shaped segmentations were
listed with their curve length (pixel) and angle (radian).

Table II Data point’s location information; crossing between the tags and the midmyocardium line. L is length value in pixel of segmented myocardium contour, X
and Y is x-y coordinate value of image
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Fig. 23 Strain equation and angle(θ) formula with x-y coordinates.

Table III The local myocardium rotation. The rotation angle (radian) from LV center
calculated from Table II data

The strain is defined as in Fig. 23, and rotation angles of the segments are
simply found by abstracting reference angle (Table IV). Considering the length and
angle of the first image on the series as a reference value, the values of following
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images (2-6) showed the strain and difference range with the reference. The negative
and positive value of angle indicates the deformation directions: a positive value
corresponds with counter-clockwise deformation and a negative value indicates
clockwise direction.

Table IV The assessment of strain and rotation of the local myocardium. Strain is
myocardium deformation range and angle rate is rotation. Values are the difference
between each image, segments and the reference image (first, initial time image).
Negative value of angle rate means clockwise rotation.

3.3 Semi-automatic Radial tagging analysis tool
Software algorithm development
We assume that the MRI radial tagging is the most direct method for
acquiring the circumferential strains and rotation angle because the calculated values
are geometrically closest with the circumferential strains. To advance the radial
tagging analysis tool for assessing the circumferential strain and rotation angle, the
mid-myocardium (between the epicardium and the endocardium) and the LV centroid
are calculated automatically.

The epicardium and the endocardium are manually
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delineated, and then the tag-ventricle boundary intersections are automatically
designated. There are epicardial and endocardial contours on each image.
Fig. 24 is the initial screen of the semi-automatic radial tagging analysis tool
running the ‘Show_Images.m’ (m-file) in the MATLAB program. All the MATLAB
program code files were attached in APPENDIX-A. To operate this semi-automatic
radial tagging analysis tool, the first step is loading MRI image series and showing on
the screen using the ‘Image Load’ button in the panel (highlighted with blue in Fig.
25). Using the zoom button, the image can be better to differentiate between the
myocardium of LV (Fig 26).

Fig. 24 The start-up screen of the semi-automatic radial analysis software.
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Fig. 25 The loaded MRI radial tagging image series showed in the tool.

Fig. 26 Manipulating the MRI image for better demonstrating the LV
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Second step is clicking the ‘Contour’ button; the user draws manually the
endo- and epi-myocardium contours as the instruction in tool screen (Fig 27). The
LV myocardium line has been defined as the median line between the endo- and epicardium and it was automatically calculated in the system. Also considering the
epicardial and endocardial contour lines separately, the centroid of LV was
automatically calculated to measure the rotation angle. The automatically calculated
median line of the LV myocardium was shown in Fig. 28 (red contour).

A. Drawing the Endo-cardium line

B. Drawing the Epi-cardium line

Fig. 27 Demonstrate the myocardium of LV: contouring the endo- and epi-cardium

The calculated mid-myocardium contour (red contour in Fig. 25) is
represented separately on the right of tool screen (Fig. 28 on right) by clicking the
‘Plot’ button. This is the third step and the plotted graph is represented along pixel
length (vertical) verse image signal intensity (horizontal).
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Fig 28 Step3: The calculated mid-myocardium of LV represented along the length
and signal intensity.

Fig. 29 Selecting the tag points by user on the representing the mid-myocardium
contour.
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On the representing graph of mid-myocardium contour, 12 tag points are selected
manually by user clicks (Fig. 29). The graph indicates the mid-myocardium contour
image signal intensity and since tags appear black in the image, the lowest intensity
points are considering as tag points. The selected tag points can be shown in the MRI
image and user can check if the selected points are in all correct location (Fig. 30).
To reset the tag points, user can select new tag points with re-running ‘Plot’. Step
second and third are repeated until the last image frame. During the repetition, the
reference mid-myocardium of the first image frame is shown as white dotted line on
the image and the selected tag points from previous image frame shown as circles on
the graph (Fig. 31).

Fig. 30 Selected tag points from signal intensity graph visualized in MRI image.
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Fig. 31 Repeated ‘contour’ and ‘plot’ through all frames.

After identifying all the tags on mid-myocardium contour through all the
image frames, the x-y coordinate location data of 12 tag points are saved. With this
data, strain and rotation angle can be calculated mathematically. Strains are length
differences between tags with reference image (first MRI image in the series).
Rotation angle refers the angle of a tag from the LV centroid in degree.

The

circumferential strain and the rotation calculation is operated with detected local
information. The results are written in a ‘.txt’ file with ‘CirInfo’ button in the GUI
(Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32 The result screen shot of the semi-automated radial tagging analysis tool
(volunteer NV1 of mid-region of LV).

3.4 Repeatability
To evaluate the reliability of the developed semi-automated radial tagging
analysis tool, the analysis operation was repeated three times for each of the
volunteers (NV1 - NV7) and also for the mid and apex region of LV MRI image
series.
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3.5 Analysis
We compare the myocardial strain and rotation angle values measured by
different tools. Both grid and radial tagging had been applied before acquiring
images to all volunteers. Therefore, there are two MRI images that are grid tagging
MRI image and radial tagging MRI image. Grid tagging images were analyzed using
HARP software. Radial tagging images were analyzed using two different types of
software, manual custom MATLAB software (previous study) and semi-automatic
custom MATLAB software.
The average values of the strain and the rotation differences in the segmented
regions by tags during the image series had been used to compare with the different
analysis tools. The analysis data of the radial tagging analysis tool at the mid and
apex region of LV for seven volunteers are sorted in the Excel (Microsoft program).

With radial tagging analysis tool, we get results as strains and rotation angle
on each 12 segments of all volunteers by time. Using Excel, we calculated average
strain of the LV myocardium through 12 segments (divided by radial tags) by time.
Each volunteer has different time echo during acquiring MRI image, it means we
need to normalize data to compare with other tools. Therefore, we convert the time
line of MRI image (ms) to percent of systole. At the 100% of systole, the LV is
contracted and the myocardium is minimized.
For the grid tagging tool, this study did not process HARP performance;
rather, we simply used the result data of HARP from a previous study. The results of
the grid tagging analysis tool are from seven volunteers’ (NV1 - NV7) measurements
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for circumferential strain and rotation at the mid and apex region of LV using HARP.
Time is the interval between image frames in millisecond, and time interval can be
different the using different TE (echo time) in each volunteer or each image
acquisition method. Since the frame number has different time domain, we need to
normalize the strain and rotation by time domain to compare between volunteers and
methods.

The measurement values acquired at the 60% and 100% of systole

respectively had been compared with the radial tagging tools.
The manual radial tagging analysis tool was already developed and had been
used for the previous study [16]. To measure the myocardium deformation, the radial
tagging MRI images of all seven volunteers had been used both in manual software
and semi-automated software. For the manual radial tagging tool, all points crossing
endocardium with tagging and epicardium with tagging were visually adjusted at each
frame. When the updating tagging points was completed until the last frame, the
length of segments and the rotation differences had been shown by ‘Circum Strain’
button on GUI (Fig. 33). The measured length information from the MATLAB tool
was used to calculate the strain. All the return values from the MATLAB lists on the
Microsoft Excel then calculated the strain. The average strain and rotation of 12
segments during the whole frame is the final data for comparing with the grid tagging
and the semi-automated radial tagging data. The results show the analysis data of the
manual radial tagging tool at the both mid and apex region of LV for seven
volunteers. Time is the interval between image frames in milliseconds. This time
information would be normalized to compare with the grid and the semi-automated
radial tagging analysis tools.
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Fig. 33 Image capture of Manual radial tagging analysis tool.
Performed a MATLAB file ‘HarpMain.m’.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

To compare the measured circumferential strain and rotation differences
among the different tools, those data were normalized as time from the end of diastole
to 120% of systole due to the different TE (time echo) during the MRI image scan
procedure. Tags in MRI images fade as time passes: therefore, we compared values
until the time 120% of systole. The following graphs present the strain and rotation
angle measurement values of three measurement tools.

‘Grid’ is performed by

‘HARP’ software for the grid tagging. ‘Manual-radial’ represents the manual radial
tagging tool developed for the previous study. ‘SemiAutomated-radial’ represents the
semi-automatic radial tagging analysis tool developed for this study. The following
graphs showed the overall patterns of the strain and rotation measurements performed
by different tools during the time between at the 20% and the120% of systole. These
curves were averaged the LV myocardium deformation assessment values throughout
the all subjects. The strain and rotation curves of the individual subjects are attached
in the appendix B, and this allows comparing the myocardium deformation each
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measurement among three different methods. Fig. 34 shows the overall strain curve
averaged of the mean value with errors, it indicates the three different tools have
similar patterns of the strain measurement. From the beginning of systole to 60% of
systole, the strain values are very similar to all the analysis methods. While the grid
tagging analysis tool showed the difference value between 60% and 100% of systole,
the patterns were close to each other.

Similarly, Fig. 35 shows the comparison of

the assessed rotation data from three different tools. There are relatively certain
differences of measurement of rotation between the grid tagging method and the
manual-radial method.

The rotation assessment values by the semi-automated

method are slightly variable between the values of the grid tagging and the manualradial tagging analysis tools. While the mean average curves provide the general
patterns of the LV myocardium deformation nicely, the errors of the average curves
of strain and rotations are considerable and it may refer the low reliability.
Therefore, to interpret the differences of measurement values among three different
tools, the Root Mean Square (RMS) value with high reliability instead of using the
simple mean value would be discussed later in this chapter.
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Fig. 34 The overall strain average curves throughout the 14 subjects. The different
tools represent the averaged strain value with errors of 14 subjects from the time at
the 20% of systole to 120% of systole.
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Fig. 35 The comparisons of the rotation average curves of the 14 subjects. The
averaged rotation values with errors are represented between the time at the 20% of
systole and 120% of systole.

The assessment data of the myocardium strain and rotation angle by the three
different tools were enumerated at the time of 60% of systole and 100% of systole.
The analyzed subject from the seven volunteers and the each individual has two sets
of MRI images, which were acquired at the apex level of LV and the mid-wall level
of LV. The acquired strain data indicates the myocardium length difference between
the initial image frame and each time domain. The rotation angle value, like the
strain, represents the rotations at the point of time comparing with the initial MRI
image frame. Since the LV MRI short-axis image series were acquired from end of
diastole to end of systole, the bigger value of the strain and rotations were expected as
time went on. In this study, the results values at 60% of systole and 100% of systole
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had been selected to compare the different analysis tools. If the comparison time
point is too early, the myocardium motion changes from the 1st image frame
(reference image) are small and it is not effective to compare the differences among
different tools. In addition, if the long time point has been chosen, it is probably
inadequate due to the tags are transient and fading with time. Therefore, we chose the
time at 60% of systole is enough to see the value differences among tools and at
100% of systole the image is clear enough to detect the myocardium regions. The
Fig. 36 shows the strain values of every subject at the 60% of systole. The strain
values are negative explaining that the shortage of the myocardium length during
systole. As the heart contracts, the volume of the LV has been reduced and they
myocardium shortened. The Fig. 37, comparing with the Fig. 36, at the 100% of
systole shows the higher absolute value of strain. We can assume that the absolute
value of strain would be maximized at the 100% of systole. The general pattern of
strain through all subjects of 60% and 100% of systole are similar, except the strain
result of semi-automated radial for subject 11 represented a noticeable difference with
other tools. In addition, the strain value of manual radial tool for subject 13 had a
relatively big gap with other tools. The MRI image of both subject 11 and 13 were
acquired at apex-level of LV, and in this images, the contour of myocardium was
small and hard to differentiate the tagging lines. Fig. 38 and 39 are the LV MRI
radial tagging images of the subject 11 and 13, respectively. The MRI images were
arranged by time, the Frame 1 is the initial MRI image (a reference image for strain
and rotation) acquired at the end of diastole. Time goes on, the tags are fading. Fig.
38 is the apex-level of LV MRI image series; therefore the LV myocardium contour
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is relatively smaller than the mid-level of LV image. After time at frame 5, it is hard
to tell the LV myocardium contour and select the tag points along the midmyocardium contour with vision. In Fig. 39, the LV myocardium contour and the
tags were apparent at the image frame 1 to 3. While the tags are detected with vision
at the frame 5, it is hard to detect the LV myocardium boundary. There are potential
risks of errors to use the strain and rotation assessment tools with those low image
qualities. Therefore, it would be the reason for the relatively different values of strain
and rotation measurement during the tool operations. Even using the same radial
tagging MRI image had been used to manual and semi-automated tool, different
operators performed tools and there were possibilities to use different criteria for
determination of tagging lines which may lead to errors in the measurement value
between the manual-radial tagging method and the semi-automated tagging method.
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Fig. 36 The comparison graph among different analysis tools. The strain values were
acquired at 60% of systole, presented by volunteer subjects at the apex level and the
mid-wall level of LV.
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Fig. 37 The comparison graph among different analysis tools. The strain values were
acquired at 100% of systole, presented by volunteer subjects at the apex level and the
mid-wall level of LV.
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Fig. 38 Radial tagging MRI Images of Subject 11. Frame 1 is the initial frame the
image acquired the time at the end of diastole. Visually, only the time at frame 1 and
3 can be differentiate the tags and myocardium contours of LV.

Fig. 39

Radial tagging MRI Images of Subject 13. Frame 1(initial frame of image

acquasition) is clear to recognize the myocardium contours and tags. Visually, only
the time at frame 1 and 3 can be differentiate the tags and myocardium contours of
LV.
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The rotation comparison values of the individual subjects had been shown in
Fig. 40 at the time 60% of systole and Fig. 41 at 100% of systole. At the 60% of
systole, the rotation values were relatively small and it is inappropriate to compare the
rotation measurements among different tools. At the 100% of systole, almost each
subjects had similar values among three different tools and the differences were not
enough to affect the average value. Again, the subject 11 showed dramatically
different patterns than other subjects, because the image quality was not clear to
differentiate tagging lines and possibly some tagging lines were mis-selected to
calculate the rotation. The subjects were individually compared among the different
tools by showing the strain and rotation curves (attached in the appendix B).
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Fig. 40 The comparison the rotation angle among different analysis tools. The
presented values were the rotations between at 60% of systole and the 1st image frame
(reference image).
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Fig. 41 The comparison the rotation angle among different analysis tools. The
presented values were the rotations between at 100% of systole and the 1st image
frame (reference image).

To simplify the comparison among different tools we used the quadratic mean
(RMS, root mean square) since the varieties were positive and negative. Fig. 42 and
Fig. 43 simply show the differences among the three different tools for assessing the
myocardium strain and rotation angles.

The grid tagging method of strain

measurement had standard error 0.010 at 60% and 0.008 at 100% of systole. The
semi-automated radial method showed standard error of strain 0.012 and 0.016, at
60% and 100% of systole respectively. The average strain value of manual radial tool
had standard error 0.014 and 0015, at 60% and 100% of systole respectively.
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Fig. 42 The comparison of average strain values with standard errors. The graph
include the standard error indicated that the averaged strain values were not
significantly different each other at each different time (60% and 100% of systole).
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Fig. 43 The average rotation with standard errors. While the average rotation at
100% of systole represented little differences among three tools, the rotation values at
60% of systole were relatively unstable than 100% of systole.
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Table V and Table VI show the calculated P-value between tools at the 6
different time intervals to interpret the value differences of the strain and rotation
angle among tools.

Table V. Similarities of strain measurement values by comparing tools during the
image acquisition. All p-values in this table are bigger than 0.05 meaning there are
no significant differences among tools. Therefore, all three tools are acceptable to
calculate the strain values.
Time
% of
systole

SemiAuto-Radial
to Grid

20
40
60
80
100
120

0.309
0.730
0.881
0.617
0.844
0.710

T-test of the Strain
SemiAuto-Radial to
Manual-Radial
0.336
0.422
0.840
0.391
0.130
0.106

Grid to
Manual-Radial
0.270
0.388
0.818
0.343
0.315
0.168

Table VI. Similarities of assessed rotation values by comparing each tools during the
image acquisition.

Between grid and radial tools at 20% of systole showed

significant differences of the measured rotation (P<0.05). After 20% of systole, other
rotation values of different tools are similar and acceptable to measure the rotation.
Time
% of
systole

SemiAuto-Radial
to Grid

T-test of the rotation angle
SemiAuto-Radial to
Grid to
Manual-Radial
Manual-Radial

20

0.001

0.336

0.001

40
60

0.102
0.542

0.721
0.218

0.028
0.138

80
100

0.974
0.518

0.066
0.175

0.202
0.150

120

0.163

0.312

0.050
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

The use of myocardial tagging by magnetic resonance is a noninvasive
method for measuring three-dimensional motion and deformation in the human heart.
Myocardial tagging is performed on normal MR images by a localized presaturation
of magnetization in specific regions in the myocardium. Replacement of these tags
during cardiac contraction can track an exact mapping of the spatial heart wall motion
[6].

Strain components that are based on a high density of tag data, such as
circumferential and longitudinal shortening, or parameters that are combinations of
multiple strain components, have the highest measurement precision and the tightest
normal ranges. The pattern of three-dimensional motion and strain in the heart is
important clinically, because it reflects the basic mechanical function of the
myocardium at both local and global levels. Localized abnormalities can be detected
and quantified if the pattern of deformation in a given heart is compared to the normal
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range for that region, because normal motion and strain in the left ventricle is
spatially heterogeneous. [9].
Accurate quantification and timing of regional myocardial function allows
early identification of dysfunction, and therefore becomes increasingly important for
clinical risk assessment, patient management, and evaluation of therapeutic efficacy.
Cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging with tissue tagging provides highly
reproducible data on myocardial function, not only in longitudinal and radial
directions, but also in the circumferential direction. Because of the development of
faster imaging protocols, improved temporal resolution, less time-consuming
postprocessing procedures, and the potential of quantifying myocardial deformation
in 3 dimensions at any point in the heart, this technique may serve as an alternative
for tissue Doppler echocardiography and is now ready for more widespread clinical
use.

A study on the classification of the biomechanical properties of normal and
abnormal myocardium is important to understand the effects of cardiovascular disease
and therapeutic interventions on ventricular performance.

Specifically, the

myocardial function of the left ventricular (LV) can explain the LV deformation
during cardiac contraction. Cardiac MRI image is widely agreed as the most accurate
noninvasive imaging modality for the LV function assessment.

In addition,

myocardial-tagging method can track the myocardial deformation. A grid pattern
tagging technique is conventionally used in clinical and research studies. However,
the grid tagging has not been adopted into routine clinical examination.
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The

parameters of the grid tags make it difficult to calculate LV motion and often result in
unreliable data correspondence between frames. Therefore, we assumed that a radial
orientation myocardial tagging method has geometric advantages for assessing the
circumferential strains and rotation parameters over grid tagging method. In addition,
the radial tagging method is more effective than the grid method to examine the local
area along the LV myocardium. While the radial tagging method assesses through
the overall LV myocardium proportionally, the grid tagging method could miss some
local data points of LV myocardium.
In this study, radial tagging analysis software had been developed using the
MATLAB to measure the myocardium deformation of the LV. A previous study
developed the manual radial tagging analysis software [16]. In this study, we took an
advanced approach that the analysis tool system could detect tags semi-automatically
and use to calculate the LV myocardium deformation. The semi-automatic detection
of tags means the analysis tool finds the LV myocardium contour automatically and
plots the signal intensity graph. After then, the system operator selects the tag points,
which are shown in low intensity value (tag line is indicated as black line in the MRI
image, the black has almost zero intensity value). This semi-automatic way to select
the tags could be upgraded to make it automatic; the signal intensity threshold would
able to the extensive work for the future.
To evaluate the accuracy of the data from the developed semi-automatic radial
tagging analysis tool, a total of nine volunteers’ LV MRI short-axis image series
(from end of diastole to end of systole) have been used. The computed values of the
myocardium strain and angle with the developed tool had been confirmed by
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mathematically calculating through the application of x-y coordinates on images from
two volunteers’ image series. The other seven volunteers’ LV MRI image series had
been used to measure the circumferential strain and rotation angle in different
analysis tools, which are grid tagging, manual radial tagging and semi-automatic
radial tagging. During the MRI procedure, the grid tagging and the radial tagging had
different TEs (time echo).
In addition, we compare the strain and the rotation angle among three
different tools in this study (grid tagging, manual radial tagging, and semi-automated
radial tagging), we normalized the time domain in milliseconds to % of systole.
Because the imposed tags fade with time, we simplified the time from the end of
diastole to 120% of systole of heart cycle. The measurement values of grid tagging
tool are the average deformation values of global myocardium regions, whereas the
radial tagging showed the 12 local regions of myocardium in MRI image plane.
Therefore, we averaged the strains and the rotation angles of 12 segments in each
time. To see the measurement differences of the strains and the rotation angles by the
grid tagging analysis tool, semi-automated radial tagging analysis tool, and manual
radial tagging analysis tool, the 14 data sets of 7 volunteers (each volunteer has apex
and mid-level image data set) had been used (Fig. 35 and Fig. 37). Each of 14
subjects was averaged with the root mean square (RMS) values at the time 20, 40, 60,
80, 100, and 120% of systole; those values represented each analysis tool and were
compared.
Fig. 36 and Fig. 37 indicate the calculated average values of the strain
measurement from three tools by time at 60% and 100% of systole. Fig. 40 and Fig.
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41 are the same procedure for the rotation angle. The measurement values of the
rotation angle from 14 subjects (each 7 volunteers has two levels of LV MRI image)
were compared with the average value by the time. We can see the rotation angle
movement differences among tools at the time 60% and 100% of systole (Fig. 40 and
Fig. 41). The big different individual values of strain and rotation were represented
at subject 11 and 13 due to the lack of image resolution to distinct the radial tagging
lines. However, Fig. 42 and Fig. 43 revealed that those individual differences of
subject 11 and 13 affected on average slightly by a relatively small amount of
standard errors.
To demonstrate the reliability of the radial tagging tool, the t-test has been
used. From the overall measurement data from 14 image sets, p-value has been
calculated between grid and semi-automated radial, grid and manual radial, semiautomated radial and manual radial respectively at each time on 20, 40, 60, 80, 100,
and 120 % of systole (Table V and Table VI). If p-value from this t-test is smaller
than 0.05, we consider that these are significantly different. Table V and VI show
that in this study, there is no significant difference between the grid tagging
measurement and the radial tagging measurement with P-value > 0.05 except the
rotation angle value on the time 20% of systole.

At the 20% of systole, the

measurement values of radial tagging analysis tools are too small showed as zero.
This means the radial tagging analysis tools are not appropriate at the time of early
systole (20% of systole). Except 20% of systole, all the values were not showing
significant differences among tools.
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Similarities of assessed rotation values from each tool were compared during the
image acquisition.

Between grid and radial tools at 20% of systole showed

significant differences of the measured rotation (P<0.05). After 20% of systole, other
rotation values of different tools are similar and acceptable to measure the rotation.

In conclusion, this study developed a new analysis method to analyze
myocardium deformation by measuring the strains and the rotation angles and
validate the accuracy of this tool by comparing it with grid tagging analysis
technique, which is conventionally used in clinical and research studies. The results
showed no significant differences compared to the grid tagging analysis method with
P>0.05. During the whole MRI image acquisition time for measuring the strain and
after 20% of systole for measuring the rotation, all myocardium analysis tools used in
this study are acceptable. Therefore, we conclude that the developed semi-automated
radial tagging analysis tool is a reliable method to measure the myocardial
deformation. To compare the effectiveness among different tools for calculating the
strain and rotation of the LV myocardium, more data is required and a gold standard
value to compare different methods is needed.
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A.
Program Algorithms
The following algorithms are written in Matlab 7.7 version, in order to measure the
LV myocardium circumferential strain and rotation angles
Graphical User Interface: ‘Show_Images.m’
function varargout = Show_Images(varargin)
% SHOW_IMAGES M-file for Show_Images.fig
% SHOW_IMAGES, by itself, creates a new SHOW_IMAGES or raises the
existing
% singleton*.
% H = SHOW_IMAGES returns the handle to a new SHOW_IMAGES or the
handle %
to the existing singleton*.
% SHOW_IMAGES('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
%
function named CALLBACK in SHOW_IMAGES.M with the given input
%
arguments.
% SHOW_IMAGES('Property','Value',...) creates a new SHOW_IMAGES or
raises
%
the existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
%
applied to the GUI before Show_Images_OpeningFcn gets called. An
%
unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
% stop. All inputs are passed to Show_Images_OpeningFcn via varargin.
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
%
instance to run (singleton)".
%
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help Show_Images
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 08-Jul-2011 23:39:36
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @Show_Images_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @Show_Images_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback', []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
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end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before Show_Images is made visible.
function Show_Images_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to Show_Images (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for Show_Images
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
set(hObject,'toolbar','figure');
% UIWAIT makes Show_Images wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = Show_Images_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
% --- Executes on slider movement.
function slider1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
frame = get(hObject,'Value');
set(hObject,'Value',frame);
set(handles.Frame,'String',num2str(frame));
%axes(hanldes.axes1);
SliderControl(hObject,handles);
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
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%

get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to determine range of slider

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function slider1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray background.
if isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',[.9 .9 .9]);
end
% imagenames = dir('IM_*');
% frameMax = length(imagenames);
% set(handles.slider1, 'Value',1);
% set(handles.slider1, 'Min', 1,'Max', frameMax,'SliderStep',[1/(frameMax-1) 0.3]);
% --- Executes on button press in ImgLoad_button.
function ImgLoad_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to ImgLoad_button (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
ImagesLoad(hObject,handles);
guidata(hObject,handles);
function Frame_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Frame (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Frame as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of Frame as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function Frame_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Frame (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'),
get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
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set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
end
% --- Executes on button press in contour_button.
function contour_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
global mid_x1 mid_y1 mid_I1 mid_table initial_midx initial_midy
% hObject handle to contour_button (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
axes(handles.axes1);
frame = get(handles.slider1,'Value');
set(handles.slider1,'Value',frame);
set(handles.Frame,'String',num2str(frame));
% To read DICOM images
imagenames = dir('IM_*');
filenames = imagenames(frame).name;
%info = dicominfo(filenames);
test = dicomread(filenames);
hold on
% Guide line (center point of LV): updated at each volunteer
x=[128 164];
y=[128 84];
plot(handles.axes1,x,y,'w-');
hold off
set(handles.StatusDisp,'string','Draw contour of endo-cardium: Click on trough point,
doucle-click on final trough point');
drawnow
[endo_x1,endo_y1,endo_I1]=improfile(100);
hold on
set(handles.StatusDisp,'string','Draw contour of epi-cardium: Click on trough point,
doucle-click on final trough point');
[epi_x1,epi_y1,epi_I1]=improfile(100);
hold off
% calculate and plot intensity values of mid-wall myocardium contour
% creating mid-wall myocardium contour coordinate value array
pre_mid_x1=(endo_x1 + epi_x1)/2;
pre_mid_y1=(endo_y1 + epi_y1)/2;
[mid_x1,mid_y1,mid_I1]=improfile(test,pre_mid_x1,pre_mid_y1);
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mid_table = [mid_x1,mid_y1,mid_I1];
hold on
if frame == 1
initial_midx = mid_x1;
initial_midy = mid_y1;
end
hold off
line(mid_x1, mid_y1,'color','r','Parent',handles.axes1);
%PlotGraph(hObject,handles)
PlotGraph (hObject,handles)
guidata(hObject,handles);
% --- Executes on button press in Plot_button.
function Plot_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Plot_button (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
%plot a graph
PlotGraph(hObject,handles)
% --- Executes on button press in CirInfo_button.
function CirInfo_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
write_file(hObject,handles)
close all;

Loading a set of Images: ‘ImagesLoad.m’
function ImagesLoad(hObject,handles)
imagenames = dir('IM_*');
frameMax = length(imagenames);
if isempty(imagenames)
set(handles.StatusDisp,'tag_freq_analysis: No Out
files found');
return;
end
set(handles.StatusDisp,'string','Loading images
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.......');
drawnow
set(handles.slider1, 'Value',1);
set(handles.slider1, 'Min', 1,'Max',
frameMax,'SliderStep',[1/(frameMax-1) 0.3]);
framenum = get(handles.slider1,'value');
set(handles.Frame,'string',num2str(framenum));
filenames = imagenames(framenum).name;
info = dicominfo(filenames);
test = dicomread(info);
handles.himage=imshow(test,[],'Parent', handles.axes1);
zoom(2);
%axes(handles.axes1);
guidata(hObject, handles);
end

Plot the mid-wall of myocardium intensity:

‘PlotGraph.m’

function PlotGraph(hObject,handles)
global seg_length tag_angle mid_table p1 p2 initial_midx
initial_midy
frame = get(handles.slider1,'Value');
imagenames = dir('IM_*');
filenames = imagenames(frame).name;
test = dicomread(filenames);
%get new Intensity values
[mid_x1,mid_y1,mid_I1]=improfile(test,mid_table(:,1),mid_
table(:,2));
mid_table = [mid_x1,mid_y1,mid_I1];
axes(handles.axes2);
% plot the intensity value of mid-cardium contour
% x-axis unit: pixel
plot(handles.axes2, mid_table(:,3),'r-');
hold on
if frame > 1
plot(handles.axes2, p1,p2,'co');
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end
hold off
set(handles.StatusDisp,'string','click on trough points,
double-click on final trough point');
[p1, p2] = getpts;
sort_p1 = sort(int16(p1),1,'ascend');
AA1 = [sort_p1 mid_table(sort_p1,:)];
% Calculate the lenght of segments
% (between tagged points on mid-contour line)
% e.g) 1st segment = between 1st and 2nd point clicked by
user on the graph
% N1: mid-contour's length (pixel)
N1 = length(mid_table( : ,1));
L = diff(sort_p1);
L(length(sort_p1),1) = sort_p1(1) + (N1 sort_p1(length(sort_p1)));
seg_length{frame} = double(L);
% calculate the center point of heart
center = mean(mid_table(:,1));
center(2) = mean(mid_table(:,2));
theta = atan2 (double(AA1(:,3)- center(2)),
double(AA1(:,2)-center(1)));
tag_angle{frame} = double(theta)*180/pi; %angle: degree
%Showing clicked tag points to MRI Image
axes(handles.axes1);
handles.himage=imshow(test,[],'Parent',handles.axes1);
zoom(2);
%Showing initial mid-conour (at time 1, 1st image)
line(initial_midx,
initial_midy,'parent',handles.axes1,'color','w','LineStyl
e','--');
hold on
%Drawing mid-contour
line(mid_table(:,1),
mid_table(:,2),'Parent',handles.axes1);
plot(handles.axes1,AA1(:,2), AA1(:,3),'co');
hold off
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Showed the previous selected data: ‘SliderControl.m’
function SliderControl(hObject,handles)
global mid_x1 mid_y1 mid_I1 mid_table initial_midx
initial_midy
imagenames = dir('IM_*');
framenum = str2double(get(handles.Frame,'string'));
%Loading Image
filenames = imagenames(framenum).name;
info = dicominfo(filenames);
test = dicomread(info);
handles.himage=imshow(test,[],'Parent',handles.axes1);
axes(handles.axes1); zoom (2);
if isempty(mid_table)
set(handles.StatusDisp,'string','No data to
calculate');
return;
end
%Showing initial mid-contour (at time 1, 1st image)
line(initial_midx,
initial_midy,'parent',handles.axes1,'color','w','LineStyl
e','--');
hold on
%Drawing mid-contour
line(mid_table(:,1),
mid_table(:,2),'Parent',handles.axes1);
hold off
guidata(hObject, handles);
Write results in a file: ‘write_file.m’
function write_file(hObject,handles)
global seg_length tag_angle
imagenames = dir('IM_*');
total_frames = length(imagenames);
fid = fopen('Radial analysis results.txt' ,'w');
fprintf(fid, 'Strain \n');
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for jj=1:total_frames
CirC = seg_length{jj} - seg_length{1};
Strain = CirC ./ seg_length{1};
% ave_strain = mean(Strain);
fprintf(fid,'%6.2g \t', Strain);
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'Rotation Angle \n');
for jj=1:total_frames
Angle = tag_angle{jj} - tag_angle{1};
fprintf(fid,'%6.2g \t', -Angle);
fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fclose(fid);
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B. The strain and rotation curves for each subject
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